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ORGET? I THINK NOT! WE’VE SEEN IT BEFORE AND
WE’VE LEARNED. Scotland was invaded and conquered by
England’s cartel and forced to pay tribute to agents of its figurehead king.
My ancestor was lucky, he was banished to America. The rest of our
poverty striken Saxon kinsmen laboured in the fields until sheep-wool
became more profitable to the cartel owners than their farm labour. Then,
the cartel imported sheep, burned our villages and sent our kinsmen to
Edinburgh and Glasgow to live in 6 floor walkups and work for starvation
wages in the cartel’s mill and shipyard corporations. Families were still
living in these walkups with one bathroom on the first floor when I visited
Scotland in 1982 - our own Saxon kinsmen!
The overflow Scottish population was loaded on ships and sent to work
vacant Catholic farms in Northern Ireland. There, they again laboured for
a pittance and fought the Irish Catholics whose land they took, while both
paid tax-tribute to the same cartel who stood back laughing - having done
it to them many times before.

America
John Lynch, founder of Lynchburg, was one of these Scot-Irish survivors.
My own ancestors were English, Scottish and Irish. My wife’s ancestors
came from France and England. In America we all prospered. Then the
Royal Cartel repeated in this country everything they had done to our
ancestors in the old country. Having enough, we withdrew from the
king’s cartel, and in leaving we stated the reasons why:
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Declaration of Independence
The following reasons were excerpted from the Declaration written by
Thomas Jefferson and signed by everybody. The cartel’s figurehead king
was horrified.
"Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from
the consent of the governed. - That whenever any Form of Government
becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or
to abolish it, and to institute new Government —– Sedition! Treason!
"Governments long established should not be changed for light and
transient causes —But when a long train of abuses and usurpations,
pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them
under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off
such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security––
They understood!
"The history of the present King of Great Britain is a history of repeated
injuries and usurpations, all having in direct object the establishment of
an absolute Tyranny over these States––
"He has made Judges dependent on his Will alone, for the tenure of their
offices, and the amount and payment of their salaries–In today’s enlightened age - America’s figurehead king appoints supreme
court judges to judge that his unlawful acts are legal. Does seeing
something wrong with this and wanting to substitute God’s Law for the
king’s edicts make one a "terrorist"? Incidentally, the judges are as
bountifully paid for their service today as they were 250 years ago.
"He has erected a multitude of New Offices, and sent hither swarms of
Officers to harass our people, and eat out their substance. Really!
"He has kept among us, in times of peace, Standing Armies–––If those
murdered at Waco could talk - they could tell us about this.
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"He has combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our
constitution and unacknowledged by our laws––-UN, NAFTA?
"He has–-waged war against us–– He has excited domestic insurrections
amongst us, and has endeavoured to bring on the inhabitants of our
frontiers, the merciless Indian Savages, whose known rule of warfare, is
an undistinguished destruction of all ages, sexes and conditions—–
When will the king’s agents be brought to trial for Gordon Kahl, Ruby
Ridge, Waco, Oklahoma City, the Towers I and II, inciting beasts to bum
our cities, assault our citizens and rape our women? The king himself
pays agents provocateur to provoke our people so he can punish their
backlash and learn to fear.
"We therefore–– ought to be, Free and Independent States––And for the
support of this Declaration... a firm reliance on the protection of divine
Providence–-"
"Divine Providence" is the WORD. However, "states" are creations of
kings. The Saxon nation was created by God the WORD as his own
possession.
"Whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends,
it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new
Government Hello! Anyone home?

Again!
Like a Serpent, the Cartel followed us into this wonderful new land and
imposed their serpent system on us.
Their usury bank agents now own the media and manipulate public
opinion to support cartel policy: "As a man thinketh —so is he." Pr 23:7
This permits them to buy corrupt priests to bless rotten Cartel kings
whom their media advertises as "plaster saints". They have loosed their
Great Merchant’s Corporations to do their thing.
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Corrupt kings, corrupt priests, and corrupt merchants all doing the things
that our ancestors fought to stop them from doing.

The Wal-Mart Corporation
You’ve heard the story - when a Wal-Mart opens - 40 businesses close.
Why?
Three reasons: Wal-Mart is a corporation. A corporation is a monster
having no soul or compassion other than that bestowed upon it by hired
public relations people. It is programmed to do one thing - make money.
Competitors who fail - bankrupt. Their business is cannibalised by
survivors who grow larger and larger on the bodies of those who have
been ruined.
Wal-Mart is on the road to becoming a complete monopoly. It knows
what it is doing and how to do it. It is packed full of customers. You can
shop there and can find everything from groceries to car seat covers, film
developing, drug prescriptions and clothes. Its customers are those who
used to trade with the hundreds of mom and pop grocery stores, drug
stores, clothing stores, that Wal-Mart put out business. Wal- Mart is often
the only place that carries items that used to be found everywhere. People
shop at Wal-Mart for whatever they need. They used to shop there
because it was cheap. Now many people shop there because it is the only
place left. You name it - they’ve got it. And - everything’s cheap.
Wal-Mart buys in quantity. A manufacturer either sells his "widgets" to
them for a massive discount or Wal-Mart will buy from a supplier who
will. The one who gets the order makes a pittance on the deal - but stays
in business. Those who lose often close because the low purchase price
set by Wal-Mart’s purchase is too low for survival.
Lynchburg Downtown is loaded with vacant stores. So are its shopping
centres. Big companies are shutting down. Ericsson, who once hired
thousands, is gone. Its massive location is now used by a Judeo-Christian
church. Others are "downsizing". Many manufacturing plants are vacant.
Even big supermarkets are closing. Those that can’t meet discount and
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offshore pricing close down and their customers go to the Wal-Mart types
who can.

Offshore
For the last 20 years or so, America’s Corporations have quietly been
moving operations offshore. We know that jobs and production have
been exported to Mexico and Korea, but even Mexico is now complaining about China’s and India’s competition. These lands have billions of
potential customers, a virtual slave population willing to work for pennies
an hour, and the potential to reduce manufacturing costs tremendously.
This translates into tremendous corporate profits.
Few Cartel politicians criticize "globalisation" and none advocate high
tariffs to ban the return of alien-made goods to America. After all, the
cartel media didn’t put their politician- puppets in office to cause them
trouble. And, corporations have no feelings. They are programmed for
one thing - profit. It is these corporations that pay the campaign expenses
that produce the favourable publicity allowing the cushy Washington life
enjoyed by the few. Wal-Mart is one of those paying the operating
expenses:
"Wal-Mart, the largest company in the US, looks set to pass a new
milestone this year: it is well on its way to becoming the biggest business
contributor to the 2004 election campaign. …
"Wal-mart would be a big loser from any restrictions on imports, particularly from China–– the company has assembled an impressive rank of
lobbyists––"No company would be hurt more than Wal-Mart by a backlash against
trade, particularly efforts to curb imports from China–-("Financial
Times”, Feb 25,2004, P-2)
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China Trade -1994
China trade profits began to kick in in the late 1970’s. They exploded in
1994. The stock markets reacted - big!
The Cartel financed conquest of China by their agent Mao following
WWII, allowed American corporations to quietly begin buying cheap
Chinese products and setting up their own manufacturing plants in China
to take advantage of cheap Chinese labour. The products were sold for
high prices in America. Products costing $1 were sold for $15 in America
and corporate profits went out the roof.

NASDAQ
The chart below is the NASDAQ. It is an indicator of stock movements
of over-the-counter stocks.
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Advance/Decline
The declining line below the NASDAQ average is the Advance Decline
line. It is a moving average of the difference between stocks moving up
and those moving down. If the NASDAQ average moves up - so should
the Advance Decline line. If the NASDAQ moves down - so should the
A/D line. It isn’t good if the NASDAQ moves higher while the A/D line
moves lower.
Notice that the divergence between stock prices and their A/D line started
as far back as 1995 and continued on through 2003. A massive divergence. Stock averages moved up and most stocks traded down. American
companies are being devastated - a result of the China poison.

Observation
Again - a Corporation has no mind, no compassion, no sense of right or
wrong. It is programmed for profit - nothing else - and will do anything
to obtain its goal.
We are told that American business moving off-shore is bad because
unemployed workers of downsized businesses will have less money to
spend. Corporations don’t think so. They don’t think that they won’t
suffer at all. Why? They are counting on the economies in the far east
growing and replacing Western economies. To put it another way, they
believe that the rising standard of living and increased income in these
untapped oriental markets will fuel corporate operations far into the
future. They even believe that the corporate income of those corporations
who survive because of their China connections, or because of their
high-tech niche, will continue to prosper.
Their vision is that the survivors on the NASDAQ and other stock
exchanges will continue to profit from growing Asian wealth while
American wealth declines and unemployment rises higher and higher. An
interesting speculation.
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Backlash
Naturally, a Saxon backlash is expected. Rising Western unemployment
is bound to trigger unrest. Plans were made long ago to contain it, plans
constantly updated such as:
• The West’s borders have been opened to allow entry to a
flood of aliens to compete with Saxons for fewer and fewer
jobs. Saxons are taxed to benifit foreign and domestic aliens
who are becoming increasingly ill mannered and violent. At
the proper time the media-monopoly will inflame Saxon
hostility against these groups to cause strife.
• Thus, the cartel has created another strawman to absorb
Saxon hostility that would ordinarily be directed against
themselves. Clever.
• A "War On Terror" has been initiated. The cartel defines a
terrorist as one who opposes cartel policy. Since Saxons will
oppose America’s "downsizing" and their ongoing impoverishment - they are the designated terrorists. Consequently,
everything about them is under cartel media attack. Their
history, politics, business, and most especially - their God the God whose Laws opposes trading with aliens, monopoly, kings, taxes, and strangers in their midst.
What will be the result of all this?

Bible Prophecy On China
Perhaps this is the answer. The WORD speaks of down-sizing ChristianIsrael and building up China. The words are contained in the Lamsa Bible
translation of Ezekiel 38 & 39:[1]
"Son of man, set your face against China, and against the
land of Mongolia, the chief prince of Mesheck and Tubal,
and prophesy against him and say, Thus say the Lord God:
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Behold I am against you, O China, the chief prince of
Mesheck and Tubal: I will gather your people together and
put a bridle in your jaws and I will bring you forth out of
your country, both you and all your army —-Persians,
Ethiopians, and Lybians with them–- Gomar and all her
army, the house of Togarmah, and the uttermost parts of the
north with all their hosts, and many other people who are
with you.
"Son of man–- say to China, Thus says the Lord God: On that day when
my people Israel shall dwell in tranquillity, ... you shall come up against
my people Israel, like a cloud to cover the land; it shall be in the latter
days, .—my anger shall be consumed in my fury and zeal ... and ... the
earth shall shake ... and the mountains shall be thrown down and the
towers shall fall and every wall shall tumble to the ground.
"—–––Behold I am against you, O China, the ruler and the chief prince
of Meshech and Tubal;—-I will send a fire on Mongolia, and on the
people who dwell peacefully in the Islands; and they shall know that I am
the Lord. ... I will give to China a place there for burial in the land of
Israel ... and there they shall bury China and all his army."
This tells us about China.

The Rest Of The Story
Now, what about the kings, the great merchants, and the priests who are
responsible for not telling the people of the dangers of downsizing the
Saxon world and building a Chinese monster? - the same ones who crucified Jesus and who are crucifying him today? The same ones who have
been shown chapter and verse time and again by the faithful, and have
done nothing about it?
"If we sin wilfully after that we have received the knowledge of the
truth, there remaineth no more sacrifice for sins." Heb 10:26
That’s all we need to know about them. What about us? It it not written:
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"When thou are in tribulation... even in the latter days, if
thou turn to God and shall be obedient... he will not forsake
thee... nor forget the covenant of thy fathers." Deut 4:30-31
And what will God do?
"I will send my WORD and save thee and thy seed." II
Adam & Eve 12:6
Even now, the Texas murderer and the Episcopalian Jew are debating
about the best way to suppress sodomy. Who would have thought it?
Think what that means! A presidential election which may turn on a
biblical principal - not money. A door is opening that the Serpent may not
be able to close. If not this - something else!
There is only One who could plan it this way.

Letters
RACISM: "Dear Mr. Hoskins: The prison refused to let me have Our
Nordic Race. They said it promoted ‘racism’. Blacks are allowed to
receive all sorts of black racist literature." Z.A. - prisoner Arizona.
RKH: "Racist" has been made into a buzz-word by the cartel media. God
made everyone racist because our God is racist and we are made in the
image of our God who commands us to obey him: "Thus saith the Lord,
Israel is my son, even my first-born." Ex 4:22;
"Oh children of Israel–– You only have I known of all families of the
earth." Amos 3:1;
"Among all the multitudes of people thou hast gotten thee one people:
and unto this people, whom thou lovedst, thou gavest a law that is
approved of all." II Esdras 5:27;
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"I am not sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of Israel. "Matthew
5:24; "The LORD thy God hath chosen thee to be a special people unto
Himself, above all the people that are upon the face of the earth. "Deut
7:6;
"For in the division of the nations of the whole earth he set a ruler over
every people; but Israel is the Lord's portion." Ecclesiasticus 17:17;
"The house of Israel, are my people —And ye my flock —are men (Heb:
Adam - those that blush rosy), and I am your God. " Ezek 34:30- 31. "A
bastard (Heb: mamzêr - mixed breed, mongrel) shall not enter into the
congregation of Israel." Deut 23:2.
LAWS: "Hoskins Report: Your reports are interesting and thought provoking. May you come to know Jesus Christ as a person and not just as a
collection of written Laws!" A Yankee Friend - Wisconsin
RKH: Thanks. The WORD says that Jesus is the WORD made flesh. In
the beginning Jesus wrote the Law and there is no other way to express
loyalty and submission except by obedience. But to obey, one must know
what He requires. This knowledge comes from his Law. "If ye love me
obey my commandments. John 14:15.

UNFILTERED NEWS
ISRAELI BANK ROBBERS: The Israeli army crashed into Palestinian
banks stealing $6.7 million in a flagrant disregard for the laws of nations.
Israeli sources excuse the holdups by blaming the banks for handling
money belonging to Muslim patriots. They say that the pilfered funds will
be spent on Palestinian humanitarian projects. (Story in Investors Business Daily, p. 2, Feb 25, 2004)
FREE IRAQI ELECTIONS: Two prominent reformist newspapers
were closed by occupation officials after criticizing Iran’s US appointed
puppet leader. (Story in Investors Business Daily, p. 2, Feb 20, 2004,)
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EXPEL: The Netherlands is expected to expel 26,000 aliens seeking
asylum. This is the largest expulsion thus far. Financial Times, Feb 17,
2003, p. 3)
KERRY/BUSH: John Kerry’s grandfather was a Czechoslovakian Jew
named Kohen. Kerry is married to Theresa Heinz - Jewish heir to a half
billion dollar ketchup fortune. The WORD forbids its followers to have a
stranger to rule over them. This eliminates Kerry. This leaves Bush. Bush
is responsible for tens of millions of alien immigrants who are flooding
the country. The bright side is that Bush is not a stranger. Happy?
JUDGE ROY MOORE: The Supreme Court refused to hear an Alabama justice’s appeal to display the 10 Commandments in the state’s
judicial building.
RKH: Roy Moore, a scribe, a king’s lawyer who has long practiced the
king’s law, wants us to believe that he had no idea how Supreme Court
judges, appointed by the king to enforce the king’s law, and consisting of
Sadducees, aliens, and members of episcopal religious groups, would rule
on a case that challenged the king’s policy.
If you believe that - vote to make him leader of America’s right wing so
that he can do it again, and again, and again. And we wonder why a dog
chases his tail! The establishment is getting lazy by bringing up warmedover tricks. Times have changed. Some are learning.
ALLAH: Jewish leaders protest the names of Arab teams in the California Jan 4th Muslim football tournament - names such as "Intefada,"
"Soldiers of Allah," and "Holy Warrior." (Story in Jewish News, Dec 12,
2003, p. 13)
RKH: In Lynchburg - home of the immortal 2nd Virginia Cavalry, 11th
Virginia Infantry, and Lathams’ Battery - the song "Dixie" is banned.
"Lee-Jackson" Day has become a mongrel after being combined with
"Martin Luther King Day"; two of the three forts that defended the city
against Hunter have been razed, and school names such as Robert E. Lee
and hometown boy generals "Garland" and "Rhodes" have been changed
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- all to make it easier to squeeze Lynchburgers into the Cartel "one
world." The job of the media is to form opinions. However, the seed of
"self-hate" that they have taught Lynchburgers is nourished by a watereddown heathen Christianity. All this can be easily reversed in the twinkling
of an eye by the WORD - and it will be.
AUSTRALIA: "Minorities cannot be allowed to police themselves, said
Janet Albrechtsen in the Sydney Australian. That’s the lesson we can
draw from Canada’s sorry experiment with the Mohawks. In that native
community, Canadian police were ‘seen as unwanted symbols of white
oppression,’ so the Quebec provincial government let the Mohawk nation
create its own police force. Anarchy ensued–– criminal gangs were soon
smuggling cigarettes and marijuana with impunity and terrorizing the
province.—- Canada’s Mohawks are suffering because the government
gave in to ‘the siren song of rights activists.’ Australia, too, has an ‘urban
elite consumed with guilt’ about our own natives, the Aborigines —–‘Australia ignores the Canadian parable at its peril.’" (The Week, February 13, 2004, p. 16)
RKH: “Thou shall drive them out before thee. Thou shalt make no
covenant with them, nor with their gods. They shall not dwell in thy land,
lest they make thee sin against me." Ex 23:31-33
BLOCKBUSTER: "Blockbuster, the world’s largest video rental chain,
is shutting up shop in Hong Kong and scrapping plans to expand into
mainland China because rampant piracy is undermining foreign investment in the media and entertainment sector––
"Although China officially condemns copyright violations, scores of
shops in big cities–– sell pirated video discs. Foreign investigators have
claimed piracy in China is often aided by officials with connections to
illegal manufacturers––." (Financial Times, Jan 31, 2004, p. L)
CARS IN CHINA: "The nerve! The pirates of Shanghai are knocking
off entire motor vehicles. "Piracy is such a way of life in China that
people are surprised when a movie, software package or handbag bought
there is not ripped off. Now you can add to the list of counterfeit goods,
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passenger cars. Months before General Motors began selling its $7,500
Chevrolet Spark in China in December, a $6,000 knock off version, the
Chery QQ, with the same grinning front end but missing some subtle
details (like an airbag), was cruising Chinese streets. Even more galling:
The manufacturer of the pirated version was partially owned by GM’s
Chinese business partner.
Counterfeiting - usually just of parts - is driving car makers crazy in
China.—" (Joann Muller, FORBES, Feb 16, 2004, p. 58)
BECHTEL: The European Commission is investigating the award of a
$2.5bn Romanian motorway contract to the politically well-connected
US company Bechtel. The 450 km road would be the key transport link
with central Europe. A European Commission official remarked: "The
whole thing stinks because there was no public procurement process."
(Story in Financial Times, Feb 5, 2004, p. 4)
TROOP REDUCTION: The US is preparing to cut troop levels in
Europe by 1/3. Washington says that it does not now intend to open large
permanent bases in eastern Europe. "If anything, troops taken out of
Western Europe will be sent home," said a NATO source. "From there,
they will be sent on training missions to small bases established in
Poland, Romania or Bulgaria. Last week Colin Powell told Vladmir
Putin, Russia’s president, that Washington had no intention of encircling
Russia. The US, however, is not preparing to cut troop numbers in
Europe. The business of getting smaller may take a couple of years.
(Story in Financial Times, Feb 4, 2004, p. L)
RKH: The world sees the US as being another Rome occupying more
than 130 countries.
SAXON TERRORISTS: The propaganda machine that portrayed Saxon-Christians as "terrorists" and "potential terrorists" in being cranked up
again. The same anti-Saxon sit-coms are again being shown to build
anti-Saxonite public opinion. The anti-Saxon program is scheduled to go
into high gear as soon as the US is driven from Iraq. America’s Saxon
Christian-patriot will once again become the "designated terrorist."
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Notes
1. Holy Bible, From the ancient Eastern text, by George M. Lamsas’
Translation From the Aramaic of the Peshitta ©1968
2. "I and my Father are one." John 10:30
3. "And this is love, that we walk after his commandments." 2 Jno 5,6;
"We know him, if we keep his commandments." 1 Jno 2:3; "Fear God,
and keep his commandments: for this is the whole duty of man." Eccles.
3:1.
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Steven Books
League Enterprises
Suite 3, 3rd. Floor
148 Cambridge Heath Road
London
E1 5QJ
For books by identity authors –
Kenneth McKilliam, Ria Splinter
and Richard Porter plus many
other subjects and difficult to
obtain books.
http://www.stevenbooks.co.uk/category/341/Religion
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Contact us for details of
audio tapes and articles
by:Dr. Wesley A. Swift
Rev. Dr. Bertrand Comparet
Rev. William Gale
Captain K. R. McKilliam

Pastor Don Campbell
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THE NEW CHRISTIAN CRUSADE
CHURCH
CALLING THE PEOPLE OF BRITAIN

At last the bible makes sense!
At last we know its meaning.

Its the book of the RACE

